PERFORMANCE, COST AND RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS IN A MICROTCA POWER SYSTEM

A tutorial for designers considering their first use of products based on the MicroTCA standard, and for the experienced designer looking for detailed information regarding optimal solutions for the power module design.
1. INTRODUCTION

Micro Telecommunications Computing Architecture (MicroTCATM) is a relatively new architectural specification for Information and Communications Technology (ICT) equipment, and is a complement to the Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture (AdvancedTCATM) specification, but with a different intended product market. After a brief summary of the history of these architectures and a comparison of the two, this paper will address the MicroTCA power system in more detail, with an emphasis on the MicroTCA power module. It will be shown that design considerations within the MicroTCA power module can have a significant effect on the performance, cost and reliability of the resulting MicroTCA system. These design details can be important to the OEM, because while the MicroTCA specification defines several mandatory requirements in terms of functionality, interfaces and thermal/mechanical design of the MicroTCA power module, it also allows for internal design flexibility for the MicroTCA power module supplier. The design choices made by the supplier or requested by the customer will affect the overall system performance.

This paper may serve as a general tutorial to Micro-TCA power systems for those who are knowledgeable about contemporary power system design but are considering their first designs to the MicroTCA specification. It should also be useful for those who are already conversant with MicroTCA but are looking for more information on the details of the power system implementation and choices in the power module design. In either instance, the reader must consult the latest version of the actual MicroTCA specification for the latest requirements before finalizing a system design choice. While the information contained in this paper represents our considered opinion, there may be new developments over time that allow alternative approaches to become more viable.
2. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

MicroTCA, which was ratified by the PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturers Group (PICMG™) in July 2006, is the latest generation of open-architecture platforms developed by the PICMG for ICT equipment. It builds upon the heritage of previous architectures and technology, namely AdvancedTCA and AdvancedMC, maintaining much of the same functionality but with different system partitioning and with optimization for applications with lower power levels such as Customer Premises Equipment (CPE), and Edge and Access equipment. The AdvancedTCA specification has been in existence since 2002. AdvancedTCA carrier-boards are large planar structures operating from -48 V and containing both power control/ conversion circuitry and some of the load electronics. Additional load electronics may be packaged in Advanced Mezzanine Card (AdvancedMC™) modules which are mounted to the carrier-boards. An AdvancedTCA system rack contains several of these carrier-boards. Up to 14 carrier-boards may be installed in a 13U high 19 inch shelf, while up to 16 carrier-boards may be used in an European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 600 mm enclosure.

With MicroTCA, all load electronics are packaged on AdvancedMC modules. These mezzanine modules are identical to those used with AdvancedTCA systems, leveraging development costs between the two architectures, providing a migration path and providing economies of scale for the production of AdvancedMCs. Time-to-market and spares inventory costs are also reduced due to a smaller number of required unique module types. A key feature of the MicroTCA system is the power module, which contains the majority of the power conversion and control circuitry and eliminates the need for the large planar carrier-boards of the AdvancedTCA systems. MicroTCA systems may also be packaged in 19 inch racks, with a 6U height considered a large system. Smaller enclosures are also possible.

Figure 1 contains photographs of the two types of systems. The AdvancedMC module is a common element between them, plugging into the backplane of the MicroTCA rack and onto the carrier-board which is then plugged into the AdvancedTCA equipment rack. While our emphasis will be on the MicroTCA, a description of both architectures is given in the following section so that commonalities and differences can be better understood.
3. ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW

The information below is intended to provide a basic overview of the architecture and power partitioning of AdvancedTCA and MicroTCA systems. The actual system specifications should be consulted for the latest detailed information.

3.1 AdvancedTCA

Figure 2 shows a typical power architecture for an AdvancedTCA system. Some power conditioning takes place prior to the individual carrier-boards. AC/DC conversion and battery backup is usually accomplished in a redundant fashion at a centralized location. The resulting -48 V DC power is then distributed to individual AdvancedTCA shelves. At the shelf level, a Power Entry Module is used to provide filtering and transient suppression. Then the individual redundant -48 V feeds are connected to the shelf backplane, which acts as an interface between the shelf level power conditioning and the power circuitry contained on each carrier-board.

Each carrier board provides fusing, O-Ring diodes, inrush current limiting, filtering, hold-up capacitance and input voltage monitor for the -48 V input power. The result is a reliable and robust source of input power for the rest of the carrier-board power system. The reader may recognize the remainder of the on-board power system as an example of an intermediate bus architecture (IBA). The main isolated DC/DC converter is normally selected to have an output of 12 V, since there are readily available Intermediate Bus Converter (IBC) modules marketed for this application and the AdvancedMC modules require 12 V as their main input voltage. The AdvancedTCA specification limits the total power consumption to a maximum of 200 W per carrier-board.

The load circuitry power is referred to as “payload” power in the AdvancedTCA specification. A carrier-board may contain payload circuitry mounted directly to its printed circuit board (PCB), in which case one or more Point of Load (POL) regulators are used to convert the 12 V intermediate bus to the voltages required by the payload circuitry. Another option is to mount one or more AdvancedMC modules on the carrier-board. These modules, by definition, will require 12 V as their payload power voltage. Any required POL regulation will be accomplished within the AdvancedMC module.

![Figure 2 – Typical AdvancedTCA power system diagram](image-url)
Another function that must be provided on each carrier-board is power control, and each carrier-board will contain an Intelligent Platform Management Controller (IPMC) for this purpose. The specification requires that the control circuitry be active and in communication with shelf-level management to negotiate power-up rights before a maximum of 10 W of power is used by the carrier-board. This requirement could for example be accomplished by providing a separate 3.3 V isolated DC/DC converter on each carrier-board that is dedicated to powering the control circuitry, both the IPMC on the carrier-board and also the management power to each AdvancedMC that may be used. By this method, individual AdvancedMC modules can receive management power without the IPMC having powered up the full payload circuitry of the carrier-board. In addition, the carrier-board power control must provide the functions of voltage monitoring, current limiting, power sequencing and hotswap control for each AdvancedMC location on the board.

Thus each carrier-board requires a high degree of power conditioning and control functionality, both for input power and for payload power located on either the carrier-board or on AdvancedMC modules. This high degree of functionality can result in a carrier-board assembly like the example shown in Figure 3. The carrier-board is a planar structure that is 280 mm deep and 322 mm high. In the example shown, the board contains DC/DC conversion from -48 V down to an intermediate bus voltage that provides payload power to two AdvancedMC slots. The bus voltage is also used to feed downstream POL regulators for on-board payload circuitry.
3.2 MicroTCA

MicroTCA is intended to be a complement to AdvancedTCA rather than a replacement for it. The MicroTCA architecture offers several advantages for its intended markets. The smaller form factor and lower hardware cost makes it attractive for applications that require less processing power within an enclosure, for example, for edge, access and customer premises equipment.

While smaller and more cost effective, the reliability and availability requirements for MicroTCA systems are typically just as stringent as those for equipment implemented with AdvancedTCA. The same basic functionality in terms of power conditioning and control is also required. One of the main differences between the two architectures is the degree of centralization and the physical partitioning of the power systems.

With AdvancedTCA, all power conversion functions are replicated on every carrier-board. There is also the flexibility to locate payload circuitry either on AdvancedMC modules, on the carrier-board PCB, or both. The MicroTCA approach simplifies this partitioning by requiring all payload circuitry to reside in AdvancedMC modules and by centralizing all the main power conversion/control functions for a sub-rack into one or more MicroTCA power modules. The overall architecture of a MicroTCA system is shown in Figure 4. A complete MicroTCA system is defined in the specification as follows:

“A MINIMUM MICROTCA SYSTEM IS DEFINED AS A COLLECTION OF INTERCONNECTED ELEMENTS CONSISTING OF AT LEAST ONE ADVANCEDMC, AT LEAST ONE MICROTCA CARRIER HUB (MCH), AND THE INTERCONNECT, POWER, COOLING AND MECHANICAL RESOURCES NEEDED TO SUPPORT THEM.”

The system as shown in the figure supports up to a maximum of 12 AdvancedMC modules which contain the payload circuitry, and each of these AdvancedMCs is specified to require from 20 to 80 watts of payload power. Again quoting from the MicroTCA specification, “They provide the functional elements needed to implement useful system functions. Examples of AdvancedMCs that could be installed into a MicroTCA shelf include CPUs, Digital Signal Processing devices, packet processors, storage, and various sorts of I/O AdvancedMCs (including metallic and optical line units, RF devices, and interfaces to other boxes).”

Figure 4 – MicroTCA overview with parts of the power system highlighted
The MCH function provides overall control for the interconnected AdvancedMCs. A second redundant MCH is often added for systems with high availability requirements. Similarly, a second redundant cooling system is sometimes used. The backplane is used as an interconnection mechanism for all of these elements. The power module is a very key element in the overall MicroTCA system. It serves as a centralized power conditioning, conversion and control block for the entire sub-rack. Anywhere from one to four power modules may be used in a single Micro-TCA system with more than one being used either because of the power demand or because of a desire for redundancy.

The MicroTCA specification provides a very clear description of the power module purpose and functionality:

“The MicroTCA power module(s) take the input supply and convert it to 12 V to provide payload power to each AdvancedMC. 3.3 V management power for AdvancedMCs is also supplied by the power subsystem. The power control logic on the power module performs sequencing, protection, and isolation functions. The Power Subsystem is controlled by the Carrier Manager which performs power budgeting to ensure adequate power is available prior to enabling Power Channels.”

“POWER MODULES ALSO INCLUDE THE SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS NECESSARY TO MANAGE THE POWER SUBSYSTEM. THEY HAVE CIRCUITRY TO DETECT THE PRESENCE OF ADVANCEDMCs, MCHs, AND COOLING UNITS (CU), AND TO ENERGIZE INDIVIDUAL POWER BRANCHES. POWER MODULES ALSO MONITOR THE POWER QUALITY OF EACH BRANCH AND PROTECT AGAINST OVERLOAD. IF A REDUNDANT POWER MODULE IS CONFIGURED, IT MAY AUTOMATICALLY TAKE OVER THE POWER CHANNEL RESPONSIBILITIES OF A FAILED PRIMARY POWER MODULE.”

In addition to supplying payload and management power to up to 12 AdvancedMC modules, the power modules must be capable of supplying payload and management power to up to two CUs and two MCHs. As a consequence, many power modules are designed to provide a total of 16 output power channels, or 32 channels if payload and management power are counted separately.

This is obviously a lot of functionality to include into one assembly, and as a consequence the power module is one of the most important elements of the overall MicroTCA system. It includes more power and control functionality than is required of the power elements on an AdvancedTCA carrier-board but is contained in a smaller package. Obviously the design of the power module will have a large impact on the overall system efficiency and reliability.

The power module will be the focus of the remainder of this paper. First the overall functionality and partitioning will be described and then some of the important design details will be discussed. Figure 5 shows how power modules can be packaged in a MicroTCA sub-rack. The system shown uses two power modules and they are located at the extreme right and left ends of the upper row of plugged modules. DC input power is plugged to the connectors on the front panel of the power modules, while 12 V and 3.3 V payload and management power is connected to the MicroTCA backplane at the rear of the power modules.
4. MICROTCA POWER MODULE OVERVIEW

MicroTCA places a significant amount of functional content into the power module, including:

- INPUT POWER O-RING
- HOTSWP CONTROL FOR INPUT POWER INRUSH PROTECTION
- INPUT POWER FILTERING
- POWER HOLD-UP CAPACITANCE
- 48 V TO 12 V DC/DC CONVERSION (PAYLOAD POWER)
- INPUT TO OUTPUT ISOLATION
- 12 V TO 3.3 V CONVERSION (MANAGEMENT POWER)
- OUTPUT POWER DISTRIBUTION
- HOTSWP CONTROL FOR MULTIPLE ADVANCED MCS, CUS, MCHS
- OUTPUT POWER MONITO-RING AND CONTROL
- OUTPUT POWER PROTECTION CIRCUITRY

The consolidation of both power handling circuitry and system level control/management functionality from the large AdvancedTCA carrier-board into the relatively small MicroTCA power module means that the power module design, performance and reliability are all crucial to the success of the overall system. Figure 6 is a block diagram showing the content of a typical MicroTCA power module. Most of the functionality is similar to that of an AdvancedTCA carrier-board power system, but there are differences.

With AdvancedTCA, there is a Power Entry Module (PEM) which provides some input power conditioning and protection in the form of transient protection and filtering before the power is distributed to the carrier-board. With MicroTCA, there is no PEM, so “raw” DC input power is supplied directly to the input connectors on the front of the power module. This means that the functionality of the PEM must be included in each power module. AdvancedTCA carrier-boards contain fuses on the -48 V inputs. In the case of MicroTCA, fusing is typically done in a power distribution unit by providing fuses for each of the cables that distribute input power to the front of the power modules. Consequently, no internal fuses are normally contained within a power module. Otherwise, the front-end functions are very similar to AdvancedTCA – O-Ring diodes, EMI filtering, inrush current limiting and hold-up capacitance. While AdvancedTCA is specified to always contain dual redundant -48 V input power feeds, MicroTCA may be configured with either a single feed or with two redundant feeds.

Figure 6 – Typical MicroTCA power module block-diagram
The power module contains a single -48 V to 12 V isolated DC/DC converter, similar to the approach taken with AdvancedTCA, but with power levels up to 600 W. A POL regulator from the 12 V output is used for generation of management power. Additional POLs, within the AdvancedMC modules are used to derive their needed low voltage power from the 12 V payload power. The control mechanism for MicroTCA power modules is the Enhanced Module Management Controller (EMMC), which monitors and controls both management and payload power for all of the AdvancedMCs, CUs and MCHs configured in the system.

A closer view of an actual MicroTCA power module is shown in Figure 7. This particular power module is configured in a single-width full-height form factor with approximate external dimensions of 73.5 by 186.6 by 28.9 mm. It is capable of supplying and controlling power to 12 AdvancedMCs, 2 CUs and 2 MCHs, for a total of 32 output voltage channels.

The repartitioning of the distributed power conversion functions from several AdvancedTCA carrier-boards into a relatively few (one to four) centralized MicroTCA power modules results in a higher power conversion density, with some power modules delivering up to 600 W. As a result, high efficiency design is extremely important both for packaging purposes and also to achieve the reliability requirements for these systems. Input power inrush, EMI control, and hold-up design are also more difficult in the MicroTCA environment since it must be done to the same standards but at a maximum power level of 600 W rather than the 200 W seen on an AdvancedTCA carrier-board. The control and management demands are also challenging, with the need to interface with up to 32 output voltage channels as well as with the shelf-level MCHs.

The above demands make the design and selection of the MicroTCA power module a critical element in the success of the overall system. In the following section we will explore in more detail some aspects of the power module design that can help insure successful system designs. While MicroTCA systems may be configured with other input voltage sources such as 24 VDC or universal AC, the following discussion will be limited to the most commonly used telecom -48 VDC input voltage.

Figure 7 – Example of MicroTCA power module
5. MICROTCA POWER MODULE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The MicroTCA specification actually contains three levels of designation, which in everyday language can be called “shall”, “should” and “may”. That is, it defines a level of absolute requirements and then two additional levels that are intended as recommendations and guidelines but which allow for some flexibility as to the implementation of MicroTCA component assemblies and systems so that they are best suited for the actual application. This flexibility is an advantage to the system designer who must balance performance, reliability and cost and in most cases must make some sort of trade-off between these attributes. The specification and design of MicroTCA power modules represents an example of this flexibility in that their parameters may vary and still meet the provisions of the MicroTCA specification. Ericsson has undertaken a detailed study of some of these parameters in order to determine how the selected performance level affects other attributes of the power module, including cost. This information is essential for the OEM system designers when specifying and selecting MicroTCA power modules. The design considerations to be discussed in this paper are hold-up capacitance, input voltage, redundancy and dual input feeds.

The baseline hardware used for this study is an Ericsson MicroTCA power module with an output power rating of 355 W as shown in Figure 8. The basic specifications for this unit, with its standard implementation, are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT POWER</td>
<td>355 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPUT POWER</td>
<td>385 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT VOLTAGE CHANNELS</td>
<td>16 x 12 V &amp; 16 x 3.3 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFFICIENCY AT 50% LOAD</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORMAL INPUT VOLTAGE (FULL PERFORMANCE)</td>
<td>-40.5 V TO -57 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLD-UP (54 V IN)</td>
<td>10 MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDUCTED EMISSIONS</td>
<td>CLASS B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACKAGE FORM FACTOR</td>
<td>SINGLE-WIDTH FULL-HEIGHT (6HP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The term “cost unit” will be used to define cost. This unit is normalized based on the Q2-2007 cost estimate for the prototype power module, which is assigned a value of 400 cost units for the entire bill of material. If a design change results in a savings of 20 cost units, this would represent a 5% reduction in the total bill of material cost. Thus the cost conclusions stated in this paper, although represented in relative terms, should provide some guidance for the system designer when making power module specification trade-off decisions.
5.1 Hold-up capacitance

Inside a typical MicroTCA power module there is a number of fairly large electrolytic capacitors. The presence of most of this capacitance is due to one of the recommendations in the MicroTCA specification which addresses operating through an input power interruption that is caused by, for example, a short circuit fault on the input voltage bus.

The specification defines this outage under a worst-case scenario as a reduction in input voltage to a level of 5 V for a duration of 10 ms, and the power module is expected to operate without interruption through this fault condition. Power module designers normally accomplish this by including several “hold-up” capacitors on the -48 V input after the O-Ring diodes. The power module operates from the stored energy in these capacitors for up to 10 ms until the normal input voltage is restored.

The derivation of this recommendation can be better understood by referring to Figure 9, which represents a fairly typical MicroTCA system.

![Diagram of MicroTCA system](image)

Figure 9 – Short circuit event resulting in voltage drop in power feed

The system shown consists of one cabinet with two shelves. Each shelf contains one power module, which receives its -48 V power feed from a Power Distribution Unit (PDU) via a separate power cable. Assume that a short circuit occurs on the -48 V feed to shelf 1 as shown in the diagram.

Each cable is individually protected in the PDU, so the fuse or circuit breaker will open and isolate the fault condition from the remainder of the system. But the fault clearing is not instantaneous – there will be some time period before the fuse opens during which the fault current will pull the -48 V for the entire cabinet to a voltage below the operating voltage specification. Consequently, the power module in shelf 2 must operate through an interruption in its input voltage.

The hold-up time of 10 ms at a voltage of 5 V is recommended in the MicroTCA specification to represent the worst-case condition in terms of the fault clearing time and the robustness (voltage drop) of the -48 V power distribution system.
The above specification is certainly a safe one and will result in a reliable system. But there are circumstances in which the same system reliability and performance can be obtained with less hold-up time and consequently less capacitance. Some examples are:

- **If the cabinet in the application only contains one shelf and one power module, the fault condition presented above is not a valid scenario, since the only power module would be inoperative after the fuse opens anyhow. In this situation, no hold-up capacitance at all could be an acceptable design.**

- **The system designer should understand the fault clearing behavior of the devices in the PDU. There are fuses and circuit breakers available that will open in less than 10 ms. If, for example, the design guarantees fault clearing in 5 ms, the required amount of stored energy and the number of hold-up capacitors could be cut in half.**

- **The specification assumes that the power module is operating at full rated output power during the fault condition. In most properly designed systems this is not the case, as some design margin is allowed for by running the power modules at less than full load. If the maximum actual load is less than the rated maximum load, then the amount of hold-up capacitance for a given hold-up time will be reduced accordingly.**

- **Some system designers use what is referred to as two-step high ohmic distribution (TS-HOD). With this technique, the -48 V cabling contains a pre-defined resistance. This will limit the fault current and the resulting voltage drop will not go below -40.5 V, which ensures that the power module stays within its normal operating range.**

These examples show situations in which the hold-up capacitance can be reduced without any degradation in system performance or reliability. Note, however, that they all depend upon the knowledge of the system designer about the actual application. Once this understanding is obtained, the system designer can work with the power module supplier to specify the appropriate hold-up time.

What are the cost impacts of the hold-up time specification? The power module used in the study is rated at 10 ms hold-up time at full load at an input voltage of -54 V, which is the nominal input voltage for a -48 V system with battery back-up. A short circuit fault during a static input voltage of less than that would represent a double fault condition which is not normally designed for. The hold-up capacitors in the subject power module are Nichicon 63 V LS series electrolytics. They consume 1100 mm$^2$ of PCB area, which represents 10% of the total PCB. The cost of the hold-up capacitors is 2 cost units. Using fewer hold-up capacitors would only have a small effect on component cost but a very positive impact on PCB component area. The latter improvement could come to good use in other parts of the design.

Another design approach which is not pursued or quantified here would be the addition of a voltage boost circuit in the front end of the power module. Such a booster would charge the capacitors at a higher voltage such as -72 V. Then higher voltage capacitors would be used and a lower amount of capacitance would be required for a given hold-up time since the stored energy is proportional to the square of the capacitor charge voltage. Some of the savings would however be off-set since a given capacitor holds less capacitance when rated for a higher voltage. Plus, the design would also have to carry the extra circuitry for the booster.
5.2 INPUT VOLTAGE

Another parameter that needs to be specified by the system designer is the input operating voltage range. As a general rule, the narrower the voltage range, the more the power module design can be optimized in terms of performance, efficiency and cost. Most often, the input voltage is specified at the normal -48 V telecom range of -40.5 to -57 VDC, with a nominal value of -54 V. Some systems are required to also operate over the range of the less commonly used -60 V telecom power system, which can vary from -50 to -72 VDC. In this part of our study, we attempted to quantify the performance and cost impacts of extending the input voltage range to address both -48 V and -60 V systems versus designing for -48 V only.

The input and hold-up capacitors must of course be resized to operate at the higher input voltage by changing the capacitor voltage rating from 63 V to 80 V. Higher voltage capacitors have less volumetric efficiency in terms of capacitance per volume, so the higher voltage capacitors will require additional volume and PCB area within the power module. It is true that when operating from the -60 V system less total capacitance would be required for hold-up due to the larger amount of energy stored in a given capacitance. But since the analysis considers both -60 V and -48 V power sources, the amount of capacitance must be predicated on the worst case scenario (i.e. the -48 V application). It is worth mentioning that that this calculation was based on 80 V capacitors, while ones rated for 100 V would most likely be needed for the sake of design margin. That would make the higher input range even less favorable.

The results of our study are shown in Figure 10. The data in the 40.5 – 57 VDC column represents the baseline design as presented in the previous section. When the capacitors are changed to 80 V rated devices to accommodate the -60 V system requirements, both the PCB area and the cost increase as shown in the rightmost column. An additional 550 mm² of PCB area are required and the cost of the power module increases by approximately 0.5 cost units. If a voltage booster topology as described in the previous section were used, this analysis would not apply.

The effect of the maximum input voltage on the power module efficiency was also studied. Specifically, we examined the efficiency differences that could be measured in the main 48 V to 12 V DC/DC converter. As a general rule, a lower input voltage means that the primary switch transistors can have a lower voltage rating, which should imply a lower on resistance and less power losses. A PKM 4304B PI isolated DC/DC converter was used for this study. This design uses 100 V primary power transistors, suitable for both -48 V and -60 V power systems. As an experiment the 100 V devices were replaced with 60 V devices from the same supplier and product line. These 60 V transistors will only support operation with -48 V systems. There is a 2.5 milliohm reduction in on-resistance with the 60 V devices which should theoretically result in a 0.3 W reduction in power losses at maximum load. The results are shown in Figure 11.

### HOLD-UP CAPACITANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATING RANGE</th>
<th>40.5-57 VDC</th>
<th>40.5-72 VDC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOMINAL INPUT</td>
<td>-54 VDC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURATION</td>
<td>10 MS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT POWER</td>
<td>355 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICHICON LS-SERIES</td>
<td>63 V</td>
<td>80 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB AREA</td>
<td>1100 MM²</td>
<td>1650 MM²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB AREA OF PM</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COST</td>
<td>2 UNITS</td>
<td>2.5 UNITS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10 – Study results

![Efficiency vs Output Current](#)

Figure 11 – PKM4304B PI and Efficiency dependent of input voltage

### PRIMARY SIDE TRANSISTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>HAT 2173</th>
<th>100 V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit 1</td>
<td>HAT 2266</td>
<td>60 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There was indeed a reduction in power losses at full load with the 60V devices, but it was relatively small. However when operated at less than 50% load, the efficiency was actually less when using the 60V transistors. The change in the shape of the efficiency curve probably due to the voltage levels at which the lower rated transistors turn on and off rather than the actual DC resistance. The baseline design has been optimized for 100 V transistors. Expending significant additional engineering time with the 60V devices might change the outcome shown. Nonetheless, for now we cannot conclude that the broader input voltage range required to address both -48V and -60V systems has any significant penalty on operating efficiency for this particular device.

5.3 REDUNDANCY
The MicroTCA specification includes provision for redundant power modules to increase system availability in critical applications. When needed, this capability can function quite well and achieve the system availability goals. It is important to understand, however, that power modules designed for redundant operation are inherently more complex and costly than power modules intended for stand-alone operation. The basic power module redundancy approach used with MicroTCA payload and management power channels will first be described for the benefit of those who may not be familiar with it. Then two aspects of the power module design that are affected by the redundancy decision, payload power channel control and DC/DC converter performance will be discussed.

The intent is to inform the OEM designer about the size, efficiency and cost impacts of redundancy to the power module design so that the redundancy approach is used when it is actually needed and the benefits of a non-redundant power module may be enjoyed in systems with lower availability requirements.

An example of a 2+1 redundant MicroTCA power module implementation is shown in Figure 12. In this system, two power modules are used to supply both payload and management power to a total of 16 output channels. A third power module is normally in a stand-by state and is available to provide power to any of the 16 channels (32 voltage outputs) in the event of a fault in either of the two main power modules. The MicroTCA specification contains very specific requirements for the implementation of power module redundancy. Techniques such as power paralleling and current sharing are not intended to be used, and only one power module may deliver current to any load channel at any given time. This restriction can be seen in the system shown in the figure. Power module 1 supplies the normal power to only channels 1 through 8, while power module 2 does the same for channels 9 through 16. The redundant power module 3 can supply power to any of the 16 output channels, but only in case of failure in one of the primary power modules or if one of the two has been disabled. This architectural restriction was established so that the maximum overcurrent possible to any channel is limited. If two power modules were paralleled, the maximum fault current could be doubled, which would expose the system backplane and connectors to excessive current and possibility of damage.

Figure 12 – Example of 2+1 redundant MicroTCA power module implementation
The MicroTCA specification requires that any given power module be identified to the system as either a primary power module or a redundant power module. A given power module within the system may transition between these two roles as decided by the MCH, but one power module could not maintain both roles at the same time. In the event of a failure in any output channel of a primary power module, the redundant power module will take over responsibility for all output channels of that primary power module, not just the failed channel. Automatic transition between a failed primary power module and the redundant power module is accomplished by the settings of their output voltages.

Primary power modules are set to a higher output voltage than redundant power modules, the two nominal settings being perhaps 12.5 V and 11.5 V. This output O-Ring allows instantaneous and automatic transition in the event of a failure due to the power module with the higher output voltage delivering power to the loads. This technique also imposes much more stringent voltage budgets and output regulation requirements on power modules (including the primary power modules) used in redundant systems. This impact on the power module design will be discussed later in this section.

To understand the impacts of redundancy on the power module output channel control, it is easiest to first examine a typical implementation for a non-redundant power module, which is shown in Figure 13. The drawing is for only one payload channel, but all of the elements shown other than the DC/DC converter and the EMMC would need to be replicated for each of the payload power channels as well as for each of the management power channels – i.e. up to 32 times. Due to the significantly lower current levels, the management power channels do not pose as much of a design challenge, so concentrating on a single payload channel is sufficient to gain an understanding of the situation. There is a single DC/DC and a single EMMC in each power module, and these functions are shared with all 32 output channels.

The circuit block shown between the EMMC and the current sense resistor and output control transistors is most often some kind of hotswap control IC. Often these ICs can handle multiple channels, so the number of chips required will vary but the described functionality is independently required for each of the up to 32 output voltage channels. Each channel has two semiconductor switches in series. The switch to the left is the pass device and the one on the right is the O-Ring device. The O-Ring device prevents current from flowing in the reverse direction from the load into the power module. The pass device is used to enable or inhibit the output current and also to limit the value of the current to provide for functions such as soft start for hotswap and fault current limiting.

Since this is a non-redundant power module, its outputs will be either on or off. There is no need for it to be in a stand-by state ready to take over for another power module. Therefore both of the transistors can be driven by the same control line as shown in the figure. This results in a fairly simple implementation, with only two control lines (enable and power good), and only a total of three defined conditions for this payload power channel.

The three conditions are:

- **CHANNEL OFF**
- **CHANNEL ON AND FUNCTIONAL**
- **CHANNEL ON WITH FAULT**

![Figure 13 - Payload channel that only allows for non-redundant operation](image_url)
Note that non-redundancy does not limit the number of power modules in a given sub-rack. There can be more than one, but each power module needs to be assigned to specific AdvancedMCs, CUs or MCHs and there would be no hand-over between the power modules in the event of a failure. The typical implementation of the output channels for redundant operation is much more complex, as shown in Figure 14. The same circuit elements are used, but there are more interconnections and control states. The EMMC might need to be connected to the 12 V DC/DC converter so that the converter output voltage can be set to the appropriate value as a function of the power module’s definition as either primary or redundant. In Figure 14 this connection is exemplified by a Power Management Bus (PMBusTM). The PMBus may also connect to the hotswap control function in order to obtain data collection capability from the output channels. There is also a control line between the EMMC and the hotswap control function that sets the primary/redundant definition to the hotswap controller. Note that for the redundant implementation, the O-Ring switch is driven separately from the pass device. The net of all this is that the redundant implementation results in considerable extra complexity. There are now four interface lines between the EMMC and hotswap function instead of two, and the number of defined states that need to be controlled is now seven rather than three. The PMBus connection to the DC/DC converter may also be needed. In addition, the accuracy of the current limiting needs to be much higher when using redundancy. Compared with the non-redundant setup shown in Figure 13, the redundant solution requires an additional 300 mm² of PCB area to accommodate the hardware for the increased control complexity. This represents about 2.5% of the total PCB area in the power module.

The control cost impact for the redundant solution is about 10 cost units over and above that required for the non-redundant power module. These estimates are for the 16 payload channels. The impact of the lower current management channels is relatively minor. It should also be noted that the above analysis is predicated on the hotswap hardware available in 2006. As semiconductor vendors develop more highly integrated and flexible channel control devices for the MicroTCA market this situation may change. In additional to the cost differentials for each power module as described here, a redundant solution will of course require at least one additional power module compared to a non-redundant system.

If the specific power module in question is defined as a redundant device, this O-Ring switch is normally turned off, and the intrinsic diode of the switch is reverse biased due to the lower voltage setting of the redundant DC/DC converter. This intrinsic diode will become forward biased to automatically deliver current from the redundant power module in the event of a failure in the primary power module. The O-Ring transistor is then turned on by the control logic to reduce the on-resistance of the connection and to reduce power dissipation in the concerned component.

Note that for the redundant implementation, the O-Ring switch is driven separately from the pass device. The control cost impact for the redundant solution is about 10 cost units over and above that required for the non-redundant power module. These estimates are for the 16 payload channels. The impact of the lower current management channels is relatively minor. It should also be noted that the above analysis is predicated on the hotswap hardware available in 2006. As semiconductor vendors develop more highly integrated and flexible channel control devices for the MicroTCA market this situation may change. In additional to the cost differentials for each power module as described here, a redundant solution will of course require at least one additional power module compared to a non-redundant system.

If the specific power module in question is defined as a redundant device, this O-Ring switch is normally turned off, and the intrinsic diode of the switch is reverse biased due to the lower voltage setting of the redundant DC/DC converter. This intrinsic diode will become forward biased to automatically deliver current from the redundant power module in the event of a failure in the primary power module. The O-Ring transistor is then turned on by the control logic to reduce the on-resistance of the connection and to reduce power dissipation in the concerned component.

The control cost impact for the redundant solution is about 10 cost units over and above that required for the non-redundant power module. These estimates are for the 16 payload channels. The impact of the lower current management channels is relatively minor. It should also be noted that the above analysis is predicated on the hotswap hardware available in 2006. As semiconductor vendors develop more highly integrated and flexible channel control devices for the MicroTCA market this situation may change. In additional to the cost differentials for each power module as described here, a redundant solution will of course require at least one additional power module compared to a non-redundant system.
We will now examine the impacts of redundancy on the 12 V DC/DC converter. The basic MicroTCA specification defines the tolerance range for the AdvancedMC module input voltage as 10 V to 14 V. Since the load module will operate at any voltage in this range, the 12 V DC/DC converter could have a +/- 10% tolerance in a non-redundant system. In a redundant system, the situation becomes more challenging. In order to keep the voltage budgets of both the primary and the redundant power modules within the same overall range at the AdvancedMC inputs without possibility of overlap, the tolerance ranges for the primary power module would be approximately 12.25 V to 12.95 V and the range for the redundant power module from 11.6 V to 12.0 V. These ranges include the effects of line and load regulation as well as temperature. This means that the DC/DC converter in a power module intended for operation in a redundant system must have a +/- 2% output voltage tolerance. Going from a +/- 10% to a +/- 2% regulation tolerance has a significant impact on the DC/DC converter design.

A redesign of the baseline converter used in this study was not done to quantify this impact, but a meaningful analysis can be obtained by looking at two other DC/DC converters in the Ericsson product line.

Figures 15 and 16 summarize the parameters of two Ericsson DC/DC converters with 12 V outputs and approximately the same input voltage range. They are both very contemporary designs and are highly regarded as representing industry-leading performance in terms of efficiency and power density given their respective design assumptions. They both have exactly the same form factors and total volume. The PKM 4304 is more loosely regulated with only feed-forward regulation from the input line voltage and no load regulation feedback loop. This greatly simplifies the module’s control system, but does create a droop in its output load characteristic as shown in the figure. The additional space freed up by the less complex control system was used to enhance the power train resulting in high efficiency (95.3%) and output power (380 W). This converter would be well suited for usage in a power module not intended for redundant applications.

The PKM 4313, in the same sized physical package, contains output voltage feedback and features output voltage regulation of +/- 2.5%, making it suitable for usage in a power module for redundant applications. But there are penalties for this enhanced performance. The efficiency is 93.3%, significantly lower than that of the PKM 4304. Also, the maximum power output is 204 W. The power density is only 54% that of the PKM 4304. We can conclude from this that power modules used in redundant systems will have higher power losses than those intended for non-redundant systems, and that their internal packaging will be more challenging.

Figure 15 – Performance comparison with and without feedback loop.
These numbers are of course continuously improving as new technologies are being developed. The fact, however, remains that tighter control of the output voltage will require additional control circuitry in the DC/DC converter, thus affecting power density and efficiency.

5.4 Dual Input Feeds
The unique physical partitioning of MicroTCA actually provides some opportunity for enhanced system availability by means of redundant DC/DC conversion. Other types of systems based on a -48 V bus voltage in the backplane normally utilize redundant -48 V power feeds, but contain only one 48 V to low voltage DC/DC converter on each carrier-board. This DC/DC converter represents a single-point-failure source with no redundancy. Providing redundancy in the form of a second DC/DC converter on each carrier-board would be prohibitive in terms of cost and board space, since it would need to be replicated for every carrier-board in the system.

MicroTCA provides a neat and effective solution for this dilemma. MicroTCA equipment racks are normally designed with provision for two power modules. If each power module position is fed from a separate -48 V power feed, the power modules can be easily configured into a redundant arrangement so that complete redundancy is provided for both loss of one power feed and for all power conditioning, conversion and control functions servicing all AdvancedMCs in the system.

This can all be accomplished with only one additional power module assembly, rather than the multiple additional high power DC/DC converters that would be required in a system based on a -48 V backplane. This approach gives OEMs using MicroTCA an opportunity to offer complete power system redundancy and extremely high rack level system availability all within a small enclosure and at a reasonable cost. It is important to emphasize that the -48 V backplane analogy is only included to explain the architectural differences. Actual effects on system level reliability cannot be compared as a DC/DC converter feeds a single board in one case, while in the other a complete shelf. Further examination of the redundancy options available with MicroTCA should help clarify the possible system design decisions. One very key point to keep in mind is that providing power feed redundancy does not automatically imply that power modules will require dual power feed input capability.

A generalized drawing of a dual power feed situation is shown in Figure 17. Here the cabinet and shelves are supported with dual feeds. The main question to be addressed next is how to utilize these dual feeds. Three possibilities will be considered, as follows:

- **One Dual Input Power Module**
- **Two Redundant Single Input Power Modules**
- **Two Redundant Dual Input Power Modules**

**One dual input power module**
This is a non-redundant power module implementation, where a single power module supplies the entire shelf. The power module has dual input power feeds, which does provide for redundancy in the event of a loss of one of the power feeds, but no redundancy exists for the loss of the main DC/DC converter. That is, the DC/DC converter represents a single point-of-failure. The system designer should have the data to determine if this is a viable design direction, but it could be argued that the failure rate of a power feed may be less than that of the DC/DC converter, making one of the other options below more attractive.

**Two redundant single input power modules**
This is a 1+1 power module redundancy implementation where power feed A is connected to one power module and power feed B to the other. Both power modules only have a single input power feed connection, and only one power module is required to supply all of the system loads. Redundancy is provided for both DC/DC converters and input power feeds. This solution is an improvement over the previous scenario because of the DC/DC converter redundancy.
Two redundant dual input power modules
This solution differs from the previous one only in that both power feeds go to both power modules and both power modules require dual input power feed capability. As with the previous method, this approach provides redundancy for both single point DC/DC converter and power feed failures. It does offer additional protection from multiple point failures, essentially providing 1+3 redundancy for input power feed faults along with the 1+1 redundancy for power module faults. This really represents protection against multiple failures at the same time, such as up to three blown fuses or cable faults in the PDU or a simultaneous failure of a power feed and a DC/DC converter. There may be a few systems where this level of protection is desirable, but many MicroTCA applications will achieve their availability targets with only protection from a single simultaneous failure.

While only the system designer will be in a position to make the above trade-offs for a particular application, it is our contention that many MicroTCA systems requiring dual power feed redundancy may be best served by the second option. It provides single failure protection for both input power feeds and for DC/DC converters but does not require dual feeds to each power module. This analysis only applies to the assumed 1+1 power module redundancy. In other cases the conclusions will vary. For example in a 3+1 redundant power module system with single feed power modules, the loss of one DC power source will disable two power modules, resulting in an output current overload to the remaining two modules. The cost, efficiency and size impacts of providing dual input feed capability to a power module will be examined below. The system designer must essentially trade off these impacts vs. the capability of protection from multiple simultaneous failures.
A comparison of the front end implementations for single feed and dual feed power modules is shown in Figure 18. The single feed system uses an “active diode” with a forward resistance of only 12 milliohms for reverse polarity protection. This device is actually a transistor connected to simulate a diode with only connection to the input voltage (no external control needed). Providing input polarity protection for the dual feed input is considerably more complex, requiring a total of four conventional diodes to reliably address all the provisions of the MicroTCA specification. The difference in power loss and efficiency is significant, with the dual feed input dissipating 10 W in diode losses vs. only 1 W for the single feed power module. The net efficiency reduction for the dual feed module is 2.7%. Using the dual feed design requires an additional 750 mm² of PCB area as well as increasing the cost by 12 cost units.

Much of this additional cost is driven by the need for a second input power connector. These penalties may outweigh the advantage of protection from some multiple simultaneous failures in many system designs.

There are techniques that would allow for transistors to be used even in dual input configurations, thus eliminating the power dissipation generated by the diodes. Such an implementation would however require a rather complex control system to ensure that the transistors are turned on when they are supposed to be turned on. And even more importantly, turned off when they are supposed to be turned off. Making sure that this is the case at the same time as providing reverse polarity protection and eliminating cross conduction between the two power feeds is quite a challenge using transistors. Diodes on the other hand, would naturally provide the robustness and reliability needed.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

It is difficult to form valid generalizations about many of the topics discussed in this paper because the MicroTCA power module cannot be viewed as a stand-alone entity, but rather must be considered as an element in the overall system. Consequently, the system requirements for the particular application being considered will be the primary driver for determining the correct answer in any given situation. As such, the system designer will be the person who determines the requirements for system elements such as power modules. The intent of this paper was to communicate to the system designer how some of these decisions can affect the cost, performance, efficiency and power density of the power module so that more informed decisions are possible. Keeping in mind that they will not be universally applicable, the following conclusions are offered in the spirit of some general guidelines that may be useful. Figure 19 contains a summary of the power module impacts.

- MICROTCAN IS AN EXCITING AND SUCCESSFUL COMPLEMENT TO THE MORE ESTABLISHED ADVANCEDTCA, OFFERING SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS FOR SMALLER, LOWER POWERED, LOWER COST SYSTEMS.
- MICROTCAN IS CAPABLE OF HIGH-AVAILABILITY REDUNDANT POWER SYSTEM SOLUTIONS, AND CAN EVEN PROVIDE ENHANCED AVAILABILITY BY MEANS OF REDUNDANT DC/DC CONVERSION.
- COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MICROTCAN COMPONENTS AND SYSTEM ELEMENTS, INCLUDING POWER MODULES, WILL CONTINUE TO EVOLVE BASED ON USER DEMAND AND TECHNOLOGY ENHANCEMENT. PROBABLE TRENDS INCLUDE INCREASED SILICON INTEGRATION, HIGHER PACKAGING DENSITY AND LOWER PRODUCTION COSTS AND PRICING.

- BECAUSE IT CONTAINS AN EXTENSIVE AMOUNT OF POWER CONDITIONING, CONVERSION AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS, THE POWER MODULE IS A VERY KEY ELEMENT IN ACHIEVING A SUCCESSFUL AND RELIABLE MICROTCAN SYSTEM DESIGN.
- SYSTEM DESIGN DECISIONS CAN AFFECT THE PERFORMANCE, EFFICIENCY, SIZE AND COST OF A MICROTCAN POWER MODULE.
- HOLD-UP CAPACITANCE - THE 2 COST UNITS REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT THE FULL 10 MS HOLD-UP REQUIREMENT IS NOT IN ITSELF A MAJOR DETERRENT. THE CAPACITORS USED ARE HIGH QUALITY LOW FAILURE RATE UNITS AND CONSERVATIVE DESIGN DERATING IS USED, SO THE RELIABILITY IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF CAPACITORS IS ALSO NOT A CONCERN. THE MAIN IMPACT TO THE OVERALL POWER MODULE DESIGN IS THE AMOUNT OF PCB AREA NEEDED FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HOLD-UP FUNCTION, WHICH IS ALREADY APPROXIMATELY 10% OF THE TOTAL PCB IN A 355 W OUTPUT POWER MODULE. WITH THE POWER OUTPUT OF A SINGLE-WIDTH FULL-HEIGHT POWER MODULE PROJECTED TO REACH 600 W IN THE FUTURE, A CORRESPONDING INCREASE IN HOLD-UP PCB AREA WILL CREATE SIGNIFICANT DESIGN CHALLENGES. USING ONE OR MORE OF THE HOLD-UP SPECIFICATION APPROACHES DISCUSSED IN THIS PAPER CAN MITIGATE THIS CONCERN.

Figure 19 – Power module impact summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REDUNDANCY (REDUNDANT OPERATION OF POWER MODULE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- 2.5% INCREASE IN REAL-ESTATE AND 10 UNITS IN COST ADDED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- MORE ADVANCED CONTROL LOGIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN DC/DC CONVERTER POWER DENSITY AND EFFICIENCY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DUAL INPUT FEEDS (-48 VDC INTO POWER MODULE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- 10 W OF POWER LOSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 21 UNITS IN COST &amp; 8% OF POWER MODULE AREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT IN NON-REDUNDANT SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT NEGLIGIBLE IN REDUNDANT SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOLD-UP CAPACITANCE (10 MS SHORT-CIRCUIT)
- 10% OF POWER MODULE AREA & 2 UNITS IN COST
- NEED FOR HOLD-UP RELATED TO MULTIPLE POWER MODULES ON THE SAME -48 VDC SUPPLY
- AMOUNT OF HOLD-UP DEPENDENT ON POWER CONSUMPTION, INPUT VOLTAGE AND SHORT-CIRCUIT DURATION

INPUT VOLTAGE (-48 VDC AND -60 VDC)
- MINOR EFFECTS ON DC/DC CONVERTER EFFICIENCY
- SLIGHT INCREASE IN COST AND REAL-ESTATE OF HOLD-UP CAPACITANCE
• **INPUT VOLTAGE** - DESIGNING THE POWER MODULE FOR BOTH -48 V AND -60 V POWER SYSTEMS RATHER THAN ONLY FOR -48 V DOES NOT RESULT IN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS ON EITHER COST OR PERFORMANCE. THERE MAY BE A SLIGHT CHANGE TO THE EFFICIENCY CURVE AND AN INCREMENTAL IMPACT TO THE AMOUNT OF HOLD-UP CAPACITANCE REQUIRED. PERHAPS A MORE SIGNIFICANT IMPACT OF THIS DECISION, WHICH IS OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THIS PAPER’S ANALYSIS, IS THE COMPLICATION THAT INCLUDING -60 V MAY HAVE IN TERMS OF SAFETY AGENCY APPROVAL. IT WILL ENTAIL DESIGNING FOR OPERATING VOLTAGES GOING ABOVE SAFETY EXTRA LOW VOLTAGE (SELV) STANDARDS WHICH WILL REQUIRE ADDITIONAL TESTING AND GREATER CREEPAGE AND CLEARANCE DISTANCES INSIDE THE POWER MODULE.

• **REDUNDANCY** - THE COST DIFFERENTIAL FOR PROVIDING REDUNDANT POWER MODULE OPERATION IS PRESENTLY SOMEWHAT SIGNIFICANT AT 10 COST UNITS. THIS COST, ALONG WITH THE PCB REAL ESTATE REQUIREMENT, IS EXPECTED TO DIMINISH OVER TIME AS MORE HIGHLY INTEGRATED HOTSWAP SEMICONDUCTOR SOLUTIONS BECOME AVAILABLE. A LARGER COST TO THE SYSTEM DESIGNER, WHICH MAY NOT DIMINISH, IS THE NEED FOR MORE EXTENSIVE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION AND INTEROPERABILITY TESTING FOR THE SIGNIFICANTLY MORE COMPLEX REDUNDANT POWER MODULE IMPLEMENTATION. FROM A POWER MODULE PERSPECTIVE, THE MOST SIGNIFICANT IMPACT OF PROVIDING REDUNDANT OPERATION IS THE SUBSTANTIALLY TIGHTER REGULATION REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED ON THE DC/DC CONVERTER. THE TIGHTER REQUIREMENTS ARE TECHNICALLY VERY FEASIBLE EVEN WITH TODAY’S TECHNOLOGY, BUT RESULT IN SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER POWER DENSITY AND CONVERSION EFFICIENCY. AND, OF COURSE, USING A REDUNDANT POWER MODULE CONFIGURATION WILL REQUIRE THE COST OF AT LEAST ONE ADDITIONAL POWER MODULE.

• **DUAL INPUT FEEDS** - OF THE FOUR POWER MODULE DESIGN AREAS EXPLORED, THIS ONE HAS PERHAPS THE HIGHEST OVERALL IMPACT. DUAL FEED INPUTS TO A POWER MODULE ADD APPROXIMATELY 12 COST UNITS AS WELL AS 9 WATTS OF ADDITIONAL POWER DISSIPATION AND A CORRESPONDINGLY LOWER EFFICIENCY. FOR MANY MICROTCA SYSTEMS THESE PENALTIES NEED NOT BE INCURRED SINCE A SOLUTION IS OFFERED THAT PROVIDES DUAL FEED REDUNDANCY AND REDUNDANT DC/DC OPERATION AT THE SHELF LEVEL WITHOUT THE NEED FOR DUAL FEEDS TO ANY POWER MODULE.

This paper will hopefully be a useful guide to some of the design decisions that need to be made when configuring a MicroTCA power system. The content, however, should not be considered as the final authority on the issues presented. The system designer should always consult with the latest version of the appropriate MicroTCA specification when determining design requirements. Ericsson intends to continue its investment in developing industry-leading MicroTCA power solutions as well as to continue our commitment to providing open dialog with our customers about the design trade-offs inherent with this exciting new architecture.
7. GLOSSARY

AdvancedMC™, AMC  Advanced Mezzanine Card
AdvancedTCA™, ATCA  Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture
PCB  Printed Circuit Board
CPE  Customer Premises Equipment
CU  Cooling Unit
EMMC  Enhanced Module Management Controller
ETSI  European Telecommunications Standards Institute
IBA  Intermediate Bus Architecture
IBC  Intermediate Bus Converter
IC  Integrated Circuit
ICT  Information and Communications Technology
IPMB  Intelligent Platform Management Bus
IPMC  Intelligent Platform Management Controller
IPMI  Intelligent Platform Management Interface
MCH  MicroTCA Carrier Hub
MicroTCA™  Micro Telecommunications Computing Architecture
PDU  Power Distribution Unit
PEM  Power Entry Module
PICMG™  PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturers Group
PMBus™  Power Management Bus
POL  Point of Load
SELV  Safety Extra Low Voltage
TS-HOD  Two-Step High Ohmic Distribution
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